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Whether you are a business suffering from unpaid 
invoices or an individual who is owed money, bad 
debts spell bad news to everyone.

Not only is bad debt an inconvenience but a 
situation which can have a long term damaging 
effect on both your cash-flow and your peace of 
mind. Curtis Parkinson has helped individuals and 
organisations across the country to recover debts 
and property.

Things to remember…
Where people are late payers, the law provides you 
with the right to claim compensation in accordance 
with the Late Payment of Commercial Debts 
(Interest) Act 1998 as well as interest if your terms 
of business so provide. Having properly drawn up 
terms of business stating that invoices are payable 
‘on demand’ will stop you losing out if you are 
waiting around the payment.

Frequently a letter from us threatening court action 
will result in payment. It is important to make 
sure that you recover your debts as quickly and 
efficiently as possible and we can offer a fixed fee 
service.
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How we can help
We aim to recover monies owed to you in a quick, 
efficient and cost effective manner.

Our debt recovery team is able to offer a bespoke 
service which ranges from action to recover a one 
off debt to bulk debt processing and defended 
actions.

Nobody likes a bad payer but life sometimes makes 
this inevitable, so let our specialist team help you 
get what you’re owed as quickly as possible.
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Very efficient, listened to my 
needs. Calm and clear.

J. Siddons


